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"PEACE AND FREEDOM DO NOT
COME CHEAP, AND WE ARE
TINED
ALL OF US HERE
DES-TOD-

AY

i

TO LIVE OUT MOST IF NOT All OUR
LIVES IN UNCERTAINTY AND THAI. I
LENGE AND PERIL"
i
JOHN F. KENNEDY J
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PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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Block And

by Rosemary Mennlnger

This week's three-davisit
by Gayraud Wilmore formed
a prelude and gave impetus to
the Black Students Conference held here this weekend.
The director of the Presbyterian Commission on Race and
Religion gave two chapel talks
1
1
.!
aiong witn several more in
formal meetings with students
and faculty.
y

Speaking to an assembly of
black and white students at the
Church House Monday evening,
Wilmore described the church of
today as "a different kind of
church from that prior to Martin
Luther King. There is a great hope
for justice now in the emergence
of black clergy, and in this period
we must take the leadership; you
must follow us.
"The great anomoly of the
Christian Church," said Wilmore,
"is Christian brotherhood on one
hand and 'stay down, you nigger'
on the other." Wilmore believes
the Church has proceeded from
niceness to action through its recent involvement in tackling race
relations in labor, education and
law enforcement. "The way is
open now for house cleaning the
Church and its institutions of all
racial prejudice." But, he went on
to state, "This would be just too
slow; we must go directly to the
world."
Wilmore's hope is based on the
Gayraud Wilmore
coming alive of young black people
Drawing by Sue Logan
and that their attitude of commitment to understanding their own
role in society can t help but pro
duce somethmg-j- s
is not crystal clear," he said, "but
it is a restlessness that the way
of our fathers isn't good enough.
"We want to try to inform the
There is a search for new humanwhich
ity on the part of people whose community of the situation
humanity was taken away from exists in this country as far as
them."
freedom and equality for blacks
is concerned." So Ed Smith deVOICE will not be publish-e- d scribes the purpose of the Black
next week while the ColStudent Conference currently in
lege is in recess for the session at Wooster.
Thanksgiving holiday.' Issue
11 will be published Dec. 6.
Reverend Terry Schoener of a
black church in Cleveland opened
While Wilmore sees this as an the conference yesterday with a
international struggle involving chapel program. Harlelle Jones, a
the issues of Vietnam, colonization
black nationalist involved in
of Africa and our policies in Latin
Cleveland black movements should
America, he believes the concern
be involved in today's program.

Conference Spurs

biacK Awareness

Index Still Coming
From the erstwhile vacant office between VOICE and Thistle
in the Publications Room in LC
comes this announcement: The
1968 Index has been completed
and is now at the printers. Students are urged to delay rising
expectations until sometime early
in 1969, and are further very
strongly urged to resist the temptation to blame the Index staff
(what there was of it) for the
delay.
From the experience of publishing the 1968 Index we can learn
this: a handful of people do not
a publication make. Those interested in publishing a book to
be distributed EARLY next school
year are extremely encouraged to
drop into the now occupied office
between VOICE and Thistle to talk
about what can be done.

Also participating this weekend
will be Bishop David Hill of Cleveland, a black nationalist who believes that the blacks and not the
Jews are the chosen people. Rev.
Harold Hunt, involved in commun-

ity organization with Cincinnati
youths, will also be speaking this
weekend.

Student led discussion groups
tonight will meet on violence, black
awareness, impressions of underclassmen and upperclassmen, the
role of black militants and the new
role of the white liberal. Students
from Ohio Wesleyan, Akron University and a number of other
campuses are expected to attend.

given this weekend.

If ,

wy'"

that "if Nixon doesn't do something about law enforcement and
open housing then disturbances of
past summers will continue with
much greater sophistication."
But Wilmore believes that even
in its sophistication, racial violence
is not the organized work of revolutionaries attempting to overthrow the American government.
He commented, "There is a place
for counter-violenc- e
directed
against institutionalized violence.
It is an attempt to make the system
operate more justly by exercising
painful sanction so that it hurts
to discriminate."

Expanding on his understanding
of violence, Wilmore said in Chapel Tuesday, "The answer is not
found in bland ineffectual liberation
We must be prepared
for radical tactics, radical thinking, and radical suffering."
In his four days at Wooster,
Wilmore found a concern in the
college for trying to find a way
to involve itself in meaningful response to black awareness. "This
is a very difficult thing for a college to do, but I think it is significant that many black students
stay at Wooster." Wilmore believes
that a predominantly white campus
produces a ferment which forces
the black students to look at themselves, and to begin a meaningful
dialogues among themselves, between black and white and between students and administration.
He called on black students to
ask what the role of this college
is, to decide whether it is more
important to finish the new gymnasium or to spend the money recruiting 15 black faculty members,
setting up a study program for
students wanting to spend a year
in Africa, and establishing more
scholarships for all foreign stu-
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now but scarecrows of the summer and a hundred
summers past send shadows out in search of their leaves
and find but a barren land upon which to lay their web
THE ELMS
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SGA Chapel Recommendation

Calls For Academic Credit
As representatives of the
students, the SGA is convinced that the student body
is dissatisfied with the present

the results of an SGA poll of Nov.
13, 1968, show that 92 percent of
those responding (954 students)
voted against required Chapel
regulated by a monetary penalty.

system of requirement based on Although students are
against
assessment of fines. As evidence, fining as a method of Chapel requirements, they are not opposed
to the Chapel program itself. The
SGA poll last spring showed that
of 783 students, 70 percent voted
against the abolition of Chapel.

Who Gets How Mnch

Aid Committee Task
by Dick Horn
who gets aid budget for incoming freshmen
Financial aid
to attract, m this order of preferit and how much they get
ence, students of high academic
attracts its share of student potential, those capable of notable
discilssion. The topic also re- contribution to campus life, and
ceives much attention from enough other sufficiently qualified
ship students to fill the class.
the College's
Retention of financial assistCommittee.
ance in the following three years
Two rather explicit, though not
depends on continued need as evinecessarily new, policies have denced by
an updated Parents'
emerged from this committee's Confidential Statement and disefforts. First, monetary need is the
cussion between the student and a
primary basis for assignment of member of the committee. Dean
aid. Secondly, such assistance may Riggs, its chairman, emphasizes
be increasingly offered in terms of
individual examination of each
a combination of grant, loan, and case and
strongly encourages stua package
student employment
dents receiving aid to inform the
plan.
committee of any circumstances
Adoption of this package plan bearing on its decision.
and careful study of Wooster's
No scholarship funds exist
scholarship program have made specifically for attracting athletes,
possible a greater total offering of according to By Morris, Director
aid to a greater number of stu- of Admissions. However, he notes,
dents than in the past. According given the existence of need, "We
to Dr. Jenny, College Financial will go as far as we can with the
next year the col- grant portion to get the great ones,
lege hopes to be able to meet in the particularly promising students
some form or other the financial from many fields athletics, music,
need-oany accepted student.
dramatics, debate, leadership, as
The admissions staff allocates its
(uratinued on rage 3)

Scholar

Vice-Presiden-

A display of art works by blacks
is on display in Lowry Center and
poetry readings by blacks will be

""f

''''If

While IForec$f

is at the same time passing over
the national issues to involve
neighborhood problems.
"The issues that count to the
individual are not the poverty program, Nixon's proposal for black
capitalism, or easing off on segregation in public schools," Wilmore
declared. "What really makes the
difference is whether we're going
to make this cop on our beat get
off our necks, whether we can
make merchants in our neighborhood lower theirt prices aijd landlords lower their rents, and whether City Hall is going to pay any
attention to the problems in our
section of the city."
He made the projection, concerning the Nixon administration

"
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With the advent of the new
Chapel structure, as approved by
the Board (VOICE, Oct. 25),
Chapel will become a more important

educational

experience.

Chapel credit can now be given
for lectures, seminars, concerts
and other events intended for

cultural and educational enrich
ment. This new structure permits
a wholly new concept of Wooster's

educational

outside-of-clas- s

pro-

gram. Because of its essential role
in the total academic life of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Yugoslavia Today
Dr. Draginja Pervaz, head of
the English Department at Novi
Sad University in Yugoslavia, will
be on the Wooster campus Dec.
3 and 4. She is in this country
under the auspices of the Great
Lakes Colleges Association and will
be sponsored here by the college
lecture committee.
Yugoslavia Today will be her
lecture topic Tuesday, Dec. 3 at
8:15 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium.
She will also attend various English and Political Science classes
Tuesday and Wednesday.

i

VOICE

Page Two

Slough Of The Open Mind
Education must begin with an understanding that there are a
number of different ways of looking at the self, life and the world. No
one way is necessarily or proveably more correct than any other
way. No one man can grasp all the varying approaches or rest securely
in the arms of any particular one. In the perception of self, life and
world as either problem or possibility, as solvable, insolvable or
functional lies the tension and excitement of dialogue.
The liberal arts institution supposedly offers a number of different ways of looking at a number of different problems from classroom history to contemporary political activity; from social responsibility in open houses to the provincial system of women's hours.
But it can and must be more than just looking at and talking about
it must be acting.
Now, acting from a view of life implies a choice and commitment toward one or another view; and here lies the paradox of
has
Wooster's interpretation of
come to mean for us accepting but not confronting different points
of view, of living with ironic inconsistencies.
should mean an ability to listen to differing
points of view, selecting one as a commitment, arguing over it and
then acting with conviction. We are all too willing to accept a number
of points of view without ever thinking them through to decide which
is the most legitimate for ourselves. We are all too willing to compromise conviction for an appearance of tolerance and a misinterpretation of
Such is the power that allows money and amoral majorities to
rule and oppress. Such is the background of big things like black
repression and the little things like compulsory chapel.
I am not ready to say there is an ultimate right and wrong but
there is for each individual a personal right and wrong which cries
for his decision.
has become synonymous with
apathy; tolerance and compromise with weak-wille- d
concession.
Students, faculty and administrators have lost the conviction to argue
for an end to being happy to argue toward a middle.
Not all conviction, and commitment to action, leads to change
nor all compromise to stagnancy. But the absence of any conviction
or the loss of all conviction to compromise leads only to
and the slough of despond.
M.J.
open-mindednes-

Open-mindedne-

Open-mindedne-
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letters

To The Editor

THE RAPE OF DEMOCRACY

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

If Justice once called the virgin daughter of con
science is to dwell in a community, the "best"
whoever they might be must direct that com
munity s life. In a democracy we witness a rape.
The people pacify themselves by electing rulers
who tell them what they want to hear not what

This is my fourth year at Wooster, and as such,
I have had many opportunities to observe and
evaluate the role of the college student toward the
"outside" world. And, in light of this role, I look
upon our students' attitude toward the world as
rather appalling.

hey ought to hear.
As a student I speak to what is most immediate
me and say that an academic community should
not be democratic. But this is not to say that Jus- ice howers in places such as Wooster where
democracy is lacking. Mark the above phrase,
whoever they might be, for who would say that
the best or the worst of us are superlatives descriptive of any particular group present in this community, id est, the Trustees, the Administration,
the Faculty, the Students.
;o

I close, being content to say a small thing about
one place I live, with some lines of D. H. Law

rence:
and even so, he's stale, he's been there too long,
touch him, and you'll find he's all gone inside just
like an old mushroom, all worry inside, and hol
low under a smooth skin and upright appearance.
My apologies to Mr. Lhnstianson and Plato.
Jim Leckman

NO VAGUE UTOPIA
To the Editor:

Need many of us today lament over the mis
direction of our lives? Many students hope for
a better world; one of justice, understanding, and
equality for all men; one of peace; one of a meaningful role for the public in the selection of our
leaders; one in which we can establish our own
goals, worship our own God, and express our own
outlooks within a framework of a just society.
Most of us grew up in a watered-dow- n
colorless black or white Yes,
many of us hope that our society can be
world. Now we find ourselves in the midst of the colorful world of
changed so that these goals can be realized. But
black oils and white thinners unable to mix the right consistency to are we wrong?

Coor

on

Talk

paint a beautiful America.
The confrontation and movement of blacks across the great
white canvass during this present decade has been the first significant
reaction by blacks to oppression and repression in the history of the
art of being America. But even now too many blacks, and what few
white liberals there may be, find it all too easy to bask in the radical
image of a few: the few who are willing to sacrifice their today
for their tomorrow (not to be confused with their lives for the lives
of their children that is the patience of another age and radicalism) .
I would not discourage black groupism as a blatant presence
and reminder it is only when it withdraws into itself that it fails
to use its cohesion effectively. (One large black oval on a square
white canvass is more effective than 50 scattered black specks.)
Wilmore began to bring Wooster blacks out into the verbal openness and perhaps the program presently in progress and organized
by black students here indicates a willingness to lead and work with
the rest of the College.
Within the context of the above editorial whites and blacks need
to see that color of skin will color education as well. It is another
way to look at the self, life and the world. With the understanding
that a black's self, life and world is different than a white's and
e
that a
self, life and world would be still more different then some action of substance may evolve. Consider the pos
sibilities of art in black and white rather than black or white. Paint
yourself into this week s activities and into the world picture.
M. J.
black-and-whij-

CLINICAL NOTE

Ken Morse would seem to tell us so. We can no
longer hope, for to do so is to employ aspirations,
and these, as ideas, do not constitute reality. We
cannot hope for peace because we abhore the wanton destruction of humanity, but must rather endorse the reality of war because our first loyalty
should be to infallible nations. We cannot hope for
justice, understanding, and equality but must accept and not protest the reality of senseless and
needless violence. We cannot take part in the electoral process through support of those candidates
preferable to us because they too have a dream,
and Mr. Morse would seem to imply that to support
their quest of unreality is in some way alien to
democracy, finally we cannot have our goal, wor
ship our own God, or express our own outlook.
Our goals are prescribed by reality: material suc
cess. Our God is predetermined: the quest of a
$lb,UUU salary. And we cannot express our own
opinions because to do so is to challenge the ears
and minds of those in the "real" world not to be
closed.

I respect Mr. Morse's own goals and his right to
a placement of faith in established surface reality.
But I would submit that his judgment has been
narrow in his suggestion that those who do not find
the same security in the accepted norms that he
does have nothing to offer. We do not ignore the
newspapers and the events they relate, but rather
see in these events a need for change. We do not
seek a vague Utopia, which would indeed be unrealistic, but rather a viable and improved society.

The SGA poll and proposal on chapel is one more signpost of
student sentiment for faculty and administrators to note on the way
e
to their next
requirements decision. But the pro
posal should not be misread as either the desire for an expansion of
requirements necessary tor graduation or a new opportunity to pass
me duck on program quality, under tne present structure ot gradu
ation requirements credit for chapel could lighten a student's class
I would be surprised if Mr. Morse were to say
load over a four year period by two courses. This, if combined with that he too was not interested in a better world,
quality programs, could indeed be a positive inducement for chapel and am only disappointed that he cannot see that
attendance.
demonstrating is a way of bringing these ideas to
the "real world" that he defines. What we offer
to the world besides the ideas is impetus and hope.
What is happening will not destroy those of us who
see insufficiencies and inequalities in it, or our
Published weeklv durinsr th
tion periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in ideas; rather it will inspire us to carry through
editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed our desires and improve upon it.
as represenung administration policy.
Robert Drake
chapel-attendanc-
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MARK JOHNSON, Editor

IT'S BEEN REAL

To the Editor:

I have one request to make of my friends: When
the day comes that I trade in my life for a $15,000
BOB CRANE, Business Manager
Ah UNGER, News Editor
a year running spot in an endless and joyless rat
VICKY GARRET, Exchange Editor
PAUL MEYER, Sports Editor
race, will someone hand me fifty bottles of aspirin
PETE HARVESON, Advertising Mgr.
HARRY SZE, Photography Editor
or show me an open window and say, Pettersen, it's
BARRY BIZOT, Cartoonist
DOUG LINTON, Circulation
been real but now's the time for you to quit. But
Staff: Dave berkey, Steve Buchwalter, Tom Fitt, Tom Hilt, Dick Horn, in the meantime, the "values" of that race aren't
Meredith Menlc, Oh an Hovsepian, Bill White, Betsy Ridge, James Taylor, for me, and sign me
Rick Rider, Karen .Wenger, Marty Conger, Joy Schrock, Murph Scoville,
Not crumbling yet,
Linda Taylor, Robert Jimison, Julia Osborn, Anita Buonpane, Susan
Farnsworth, Henry Laldwell, Betsy Baumann, Sue Leach.
Nancy Pettersen
ROSEMARY MENNINGER

Associate Editors

JOSH STROUP

The students to which I refer, of course, are Ken
Morse and others of his ilk who are so quick to
condemn those Wooster students who are concerned
not only about American GI's killed and maimed
physically and psychologically, but also about the
Vietnamese, and poverty and racism in America.
These people are concerned hardly because it is
the "in" thing to do; rather they are concerned
because they believe in the brotherhood of man
and that every man is his brother's keeper.
They are certainly not Utopians, but neither
were those who felt the Germans of the 30's and 40's
should have opposed their government. The United
States is no fascist state, less an ideal one. Yes,
evil, in the form of war, racism, and poverty, is a
reality. But that does not mean that we must
acquiesce and not try to do anything about it.
Martin Luther King, Jr., said, "To accept injustice
or segregation passively is to say to the oppressor
that his actions are morally right. It is a way of
allowing his conscience to fall asleep
It is the
way of the coward."

...

ss

self-repressi-

THE GROVELING PIGS

In his letter to VOICE Ken Morse asked, "What
gives our college students the right to make judgments about and morally condemn our Senate and
Supreme Court?" Students are also citizens of
their country and not only have the right, but the
duty to continually offer constructive criticism to
those who govern them. Because a congressman or
a judge is versed in the law and has good intentions, it doesn't automatically follow that his actions
are moral. The most violent racist can be versed
in the law and believe he is right. But it is not
only the extremists who need criticism. Evil in
society can be very subtle, and patriotic Americans
must continually work for a more democratic
society.
Vietnam, discrimination, and Dow Chemical are
certainly representative of reality. But ideas are
also real. It is people who consider ideas more
valuable than $15,000 a year who hold the hope
for a better society. If it weren't for ideas we would
all be groveling pigs.
Mary Fancher

Letters to the Editor should be submitted
Tuesday of the week in which they are to
be printed either through Box 2975 or to
VOICE office G18 LC. VOICE reserves the
right to edit letters but will attempt to contact the author before printing edited copy.
Letters submitted must carry the signature
of the author or authors though names will
be withheld from publication on request of
the author.

METHISTOPHELES

RESPONDS

To the Editor:
Thank you so much for publishing Ken Morse's
letter last week. I had almost given up hope for
the present generation of students. It is refreshing
to find that not all intellectuals are worthless humanitarians that there's some real gumption left
in the world.
Thank you again, Mr. Editor. As a note to any
other sympathetic materialists I would like to verify
Mr. Morse's statement. The going rate for souls
is indeed $15,000 per year. See you around, Ken.
Kathy Kent

CREDIT FOR A WARM SEAT

To the Editor:
In response to the SGA proposal regarding Chapel Requirements, I should like to raise a few
questions. First, I wonder about the nature of the
student body if we need such incentives as "credit"
to induce us to attend "worthwhile" lectures, concerts, and other events. But if such credit should
be given, what would the course requirements be?
Obviously, attendance would be taken, but what
might we expect in the way of quizzes, hourlies,
or final examinations? Would there be an outside
reading list or course paper? Might one take an
"incomplete"? Anyone can warm a chair: Is college credit given for a certain number of hours
of merely sitting in a classroom, or for a certain
amoiint of student effort, etc.?
Betsy Ridge
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GUANO
SICK OF TENDERLEAF

Tothe

TEA?

SMALL SCHOOL

Editor:

Zeitgeist is alive and well (?) and in operation
under the Church House. The question remains,
how long? Can we continue to open without wide-

BIG BAND

To the Editor:
UP WITH THE KILTS!!!

by Ken Schultz
spread student support?
Where were you during the
mattresses could be laid in some
The answer is obvious. We've had enough setDay bomb scare? In the of the rear hallways.
backs this year to realize that people are the only
Union? Or, what were vou doine?
Having given much thought to
assets Zeitgeist can claim. But the turn-ou- t
Dancing? There were four couples the matter, I have concluded
has
that
been poor, and the entertainment is becoming stagthat weren t. Or so the rumor a smooth transition from the above
nant.
goes. Anyway it makes for in- to my next point is impossible. So,
Yet we believe (suckers that we are) that perteresting conversation.
borrowing from my colleague's
haps the ups justify the downs. There is no other
These four couples were un- bag, I give
place on campus that encourages spontineity as
covered (literally?) when the
The Joan of Arc
much as Zeitgeist. Can you play a guitar? Do
building was being searched. MayAward to the
you like strong coffee? Are you sick of Mom's
We look forward with the student body to the be they weren't
embarrassed.
But
Wooster
soccer
team for saving
Tenderleaf Tea?
continued enthusiasm of this year's pep band I suspect the cops
have
been
us
from
must
boredom
this fall.
Then help us help you. Support your local poets during basketball season.
a little taken aback. Put yourself
and kick the
in their place: a dark, locked,
The Cheerleaders,
habit. Join another "against all odds"
suddenly crowded office. What do
SPEND SPRING
campaign.
Sandy Crile
Susie Leech
you say? "Excuse me." Or, "Don't
VACATION IN
Julie Osborne
Jane Graham
let me interrupt." Try saying it
Ruth Rhode
Secretary, Coffee House Corp.
with a straight face and averted
Cathy Jones
Helen Weaver
eyes as you look for the bomb in
MORE ON
the telephone and under the waste-baske- t.
DEDICATED TO DR. FERRE
on a
To the Editor:
Discontinuity?
Theatre Tour
Anyway, I did a little exploring
Max Planck.
and found four johns I'll bet you
(Continued from Page 1)
Plink, plank, Planck!
know about. And a couple
didn't
college, Chapel should be inte- for a program of this nature is not Oh say,
can you Susannah?
of stairwells. I suggest a new
grated into the curriculum by giv- radical or without foundation in Yes, definitely.
game to replace scaring bombs
ing course credit for attendance. educational policy, but rather one
Carl Zimmerman
For Further Information
take
a walk around the union late
By thus creating educational in- that follows from our concern with
some night and see who vou come
centives in the Chapel program, the whole life of the student.
See
To the Editor:
with. Or who you trip over.
up
the college rededicates itself to the
In early September, we came It you trip over Kuss Badger you
We would hope that this proDr. Craig of the
philosophy that education is a
to
the
College
win
of
free
subscriDtion
Wooster
a
the
to
on
a
total experience, that students posal be discussed generally and
Speech Department
temporary
Cnl- - Shreve Chronicle.
assienment
th
in
brought
the
up
a
at
meetfaculty
should be encouraged to take adlege Bookstore, knowing no one
No longer will the frustrated
or
vantage of cultural opportunities. ing next week, as well as at meet- ! A I
.
.
r
was
our nrsi visn to your student wonder, around 10:00. if
ings of the Chapel and Educa- aiuuc ii
Specifically,
Taylor's still open. Or if the Ma- the SGA recom- tional Policy Committees. In a campus and all of you.
Call:
Next
week
will
we
be
saying teer lecture room has been locked.
mends that one hour of academic similar manner, we urge students
to many cherished ac- Now he'll say to his girl, "Let's
credit be given to a student for to discuss the issue among them- good-Dyattending 24 programs, out of the selves and with faculty members quaintances from the student body, run over to the union right after
faculty, bookstore employees, ad dinner to get one of those cute
total of 36, during any one semes- and administrators.
ministrative members and staff little music listening rooms." Even
ter.
Further, for the purpose of ar- workers on the campus.
those, at their most crowded, have
The Board of Trustees has stipu- riving at some manner of resolving
We have worked in your fine nothing on Holden parlor at 11:30
lated that we should have required the issue, we also request that a and attractive new bookstore, and on the weekends.
346 EAST BOWMAN STREET
Chapel. We believe that including student - faculty
administration yer, had fun on your campus too.
To avoid overcrowding I sug
Chapel in the curriculum satisfies committee be given the decision. We have attended your football
264-650- 5
gest the use of sign-Ulists. And
the Board's definition of "require- This committee could be either of games, your play productions,
if there is still a space problem,
ment." The nature of the old an ad hoc nature or could be the eaten with you in the Lowry dinChapel requirement was, in es- current Chapel Committee, at the ing room, and enjoyed all of it.
sence, negative inducement. Chapel discretion of President Drushal.
In farewell, thanks to all of you
attendance was never truly man- We would suggest finally, that be- for helping to make our stay on
HAVE
datory; it was voluntary, although fore a decision is implemented, the your beautiful campus such a
students were fined if they did not rationale behind the method is pleasant and rewarding one.
attend. If Chapel were strictly la- circulated.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Rohe
A
beled as required, attendance
would be necessary for gradua- MORE ON
tion. However, the Board apparently feels that negative induceFIRRY PINE
ments in the form of fines qualifies
(Continued from Page 1)
as "requirement." In a similar
spirit, we suggest that positive in- well as academics. But they must ployment. And Wooster must comTHANKSCYPRESS HOLIDAY
ducements, in the form of aca- all have the ability to handle the pete with other schools offering
demic credit, also qualifies as work here."
full grants to really exceptional ap"requirement." We further sugThe coaching staff men encour- plicants.
gest that this is, in fact, a stronger age prospective students to apply
Dr. Jenny states that of the
inducement for Chapel attendance to Wooster and to visit the campus, $490,000-$500,00EaiiainmlbeE1
available for
than a system of fines. It recog- but decisions regarding admission outright
grants this year, only
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS
nizes that, to the students, time and offering of aid are made solely $150,000
comes from scholarship
and academic credit are more by the admissions staff. Morris endowments
or gifts specified for
valuable than money.
also notes that some of the school's use as aid. The deficit must be
best athletes chose Wooster des- made up from tuition income and
The Congress expresses the
the absence of qualification general gifts.
pite
hope that all members of the colfor aid offerings.
lege community will consider this
Several possible solutions may
Committee
Scholarship
The
proposal and all of its ramificahelp to alleviate these difficulties.
faces numerous obstacles in its
if
tions. The idea that credit be given
Emphasis on loans, especially durwork. Funds for financial assisting the senior year and perhaps
ance are limited and demand for
the junior also, will increase. This
them increases steadily. Since the
year the Trustees have allocated an
largest share of the money comes
additional $75,000 for the loan
Mr. Donald Noll becomes man- directly from current revenue, the fund.
of other expenses comager of the College Bookstore as demands
Students' attention will also be
pete with those for aid.
of Nov. 25. Noll comes to Wooster
directed
to outside loan sources,
The Committee must decide how
from the Ohio Wesleyan Book- much aid should go to how many such as federal government funds,
store. Mr. Vernon Rohe, from the students. Changes in this distribu- and a recently instituted program
of government-guarantee- d
loans
National Association of College tion may tend to alter the makelocal
from
banks.
Stores, who has served as interim up of the student body, notes Dean
Another proposed step would
Riggs.
manager since September, will asSome students seem interested in reduce the number of $100 to
sist Noll in the managerial transi- the grant portion of the package $200 grants, and possibly limit the
tion by remaining for another but are reluctant to accept the honor scholarships, based on acaweek.
burden of loans or campus em- - demic proficiency only, to the
freshman year. A more radical
change, still being discussed,
1
would
encourage students to
FOR
WRITE:
INFORMATION
spread their education over nine
or ten semesters, allowing more
time for concurrent employment
Dr. Paul Olynyk of Cleveland State University will speak to assist in meeting college costs.
Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. in Lean Lecture Hall. His topic will be "Pollution
While efforts to locate more
in Lake Erie." The program is sponsored by Wooster chapter of funds for grants will continue, it
23S EAST 49th STREET
Sigma Xi, an organization of researchers. The lecture is open to appears that in the future greater
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
r
the public.
demands for existing money will
The Urban Studies Committee will hold an open meeting force students to accept more reon the "Urban Semester" this Sunday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. in the sponsibility in financing of their
Andrews Library Lecture Room.
college education.
Congratulations to the Scot marching band and
a special thanks to Dr. Ling for a distinguished season of fine half-timperformances and game-tim- e
spirit. It is very seldom that a small college has
such an outstanding band. Thpir fiiiorpcc line Vion
the result of long daily practices regardless of the
weamer. iney attended every game from Swarth-mor- e
to Oberlin, and it was often this group which
generated the enthusiasm and spirit needed at
athletic events.
e
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SOOTS n
by Dave Berkey
The four top soccer teams in
the immediate nine-stat- e
area do
battle today and tomorrow for the
championship of the NCAA Mid-Ea- st
College Division Regional
tournament. Cleveland State met
defending champion Wheaton College at 11 a.m. and the game between the host Scots and the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
took place at 2 p.m. this afternoon.
The winner's of today's games will
clash tomorrow at 2 p.m. for the
title, while the losers play a con

7QG

n)5

N
solation game for third place at
11 a.m. tomorrow morning.
The admission charge for the
tournament is 50 cents for students
and $1.00 for adults for the entire
day. Barring weather difficulties,
the tournament is being held on
the Scots' varsity field. If that is
too muddy it will be played on
the golf course practice field.
The University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle is the toughest
obstacle to a title for Wooster, according to coach Bob Nye. The
team is made up of foreign players, primarily from countries as
varied as Argentina, Turkey,

ff

.8pFfl G

by Paul Meyer
A week from tomorrow night, while the rest of us are recovering
from the Thanksgiving inundation of turkey and football, basketball
coach Al Van Wie and his Wooster cagers will be opening the 1968-6- 9
season at Central State. The contest is the first in an
stretch which Van Wie admits will be a critical testing period for
the Scots.
11-ga-

Venezuela, Jamaica, Poland, Germany, Greece and England. Its
star player is junior center forward Mike Witter from Jamaica,
who has scored 14 goals and seven
assists during the regular season.
The Chikas, as they are called,
compiled a 10-regular season
record losing to Michigan State,
Akron University, and Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.
Their victims include Kent State,
Purdue, the University of Illinois
by shutouts and Northwestern University, Howard and Lewis College.
Wheaton, the defending champion,
was host to the tournament last
3

SQUEAK BY OBERLIN,

23-2-

year and beat Kenyon in the finals,
This year the Crusaders were
in the regular season. Outstanding for Wheaton have been
leading scorer center forward Paul
Avila with 12 goals and Paul Sherman, a halfback from Niles Bloom-fielN.J. high school. This is the
sixth tournament appearance for
the Crusaders.
The Scots encountered Cleveland State early in the season in
a scrimmage and were soundly
beaten. Since then the Vikings
have been the talk of Ohio Collegiate soccer, losing only to undefeated Akron enroute to a 1
5--

8-1-

0.

-2

d,

12-1--

season. Cleveland State registered
nine shutouts on the year, an Ohio
Collegiate record. Their freshman
forward Vito Colonna from Barrie,
Italy leads all Ohio players in
scoring with 19 goals and six
assists.

Wooster is hosting quite an
array of schools with the best
combined soccer talent ever seen
in this area, the most outstanding
field of competitors in the tournament's history, and a unique international atmosphere. This is big
time and a real opportunity for
Woosterites to see the exciting
game of soccer played at its best.
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"The key to our season," says the Wooster mentor, is the
month of December. This year we'll be playing the toughest schedule
ever, and the toughest part of the schedule comes in December."

I0NA

it

by Paul Meyer

23-2- 1
a key first down to the 30. Then two minutes," he went on. "When
Wooster's season-endinhe
completed his 55th and last it seemed like we were beaten, this
victory over Oberlin last
gestion. The Scots, after opening at Central State, tangle with
aerial of the season to Jeff Wise team just said, 'no, we aren't' and
Wittenberg and Kenyon in the space of four days. Both dates week was quite a feat ac- to move the ball to the 23. The they
'
weren't."
are on the road and both teams figure to be in the thick of the complished by quite a foot. Scots threw once more, but the Those five
straight wins should
Ohio

A glance

at those

g

first few games bears out Van Wie's sug-

pennant party.

Conference

g
Sophomore
speciThen Wooster is home with
Grove City and Westminster, a pair of perennial powerhouses, alist Dave Poetter booted a
d
journeys to Buffalo for another two tilts, and closes the month
field goal with five seconds
with the Wooster Classic, which this year will feature Akron.
remaining in the game to provide
the winning points. For Poetter,
"If we can survive this period, and have any morale left," pre- it was his fifth field goal of the
dicts Van Wie, "then we should be one of the top teams at tournaseason and also his most importment time, but it will take at least until the first of the year."
ant.
The veteran coach got an early line oh the Scots' potential last
The Scots, who entered the
weekend when the team scrimmaged at Geneva (Pa.). The squads game with a four-gavictory
battled for the equivalent of five halves and it seemed that the Scots streak, were perilously close to
had the better of the action. Van Wie's
n
thinking was to having that skein washed away
have a tentative starting five picked by the Geneva scrimmage and in the Oberlin mud.' After taking
then to work that quintet as a group for the two weeks prior to the what seemed to be a safe 20--7
Central State
lead in the third quarter. Woos
ter
saw a blocked punt turned
Four-fiifth- s
of that goal has been accomplished.
into one touchdown for the YeoVan Wie still is undecided about a running-mat- e
for Tom Dinger men, then watched as quarterat guard, and the problem may never be solved on a permanent basis. back Dan Duffey
fired a 62-yaThe Scots have Larry Hackenberg, Ken Mcrlargh, Dave Hopkins and strike to
end Joe Donlon for the
Eric Walz bidding for the spot; Van Wie hints that each may spend Yeomen's
score with
a fair amount of time in the backcourt.
five minutes left.
An exchange of Dunts erave the
"They all do certain things well," he said. "It may depend on
the particular game that we have upcoming who will start that night." bcots possession for one final as
The other four positions, however, are fairly well set. Most sault on the Oberlin goal with just
secure, perhaps, is sophomore Dinger. Van Wie calls his "the No. two minutes to play. Wooster
didn't reach the end zone, but with
1 offensive gun we have."
Last season, his first as a collegian,
Dinger led Wooster in scoring with 410 points, an average of a Poetter on the bench, the Scots
18.6 a game. A great shooter (46 percent) and fine passer, the didn't need to.
"We just wanted to get as
talented Mansfield product received . honorable mention on the
close
as possible," said a happy
AII-O- C
team.
Jack Lengyel after the game.
Runnerup to Dinger in scoring last year was junior Rich Thomp- "That's why we tried one more
son, who will hold down one, of the forward slots. Thompson (6-7-)
pass play with ten seconds left."
tossed in 373 points (17.0) and led the Scots in rebounds, grabbing
Scot quarterback Tom Board-ma- n
off 276 caroms. Labeled by Van Wie as "potentially the best big man
got Wooster out of one tight
in the conference this year," R. T. placed on the second team of the spot by escaping from the Oberlin
squad in '67-'6pass-rusand snaking his way for
Joining Thompson up front will be senior Steve Bone, who, along
with Rich, will captain this year's edition. Bone (6-6- )
has been priA reserved seat ticket plan
marily a sixth man and a good one during his three years on the
varsity. He will need to score and rebound well Jf the Scots are to for students only during the
1968-6- 9
match last year's 14-- record.
basketball season
has
been
announced. StuSophomore Tim Baab rounds out the starting team. Baab (6-4- )
was one of the mainstays on last season's fine junior varsity squad, dents, who will sit on the
and Van Wie is counting on him to fill the shoes of Tom Beeching south side in the center, may
purchase the tickets on a
who has a bad knee and will be out until at least the middle of Januor season
ary. "The man in the center has to be on the boards," Van Wie said, game-by-gaCost
basis.
is
set at 50 cents
"and he has to be able to score." The coach is hoping that Baab can
per
game
or
for the 12
$6.00
do both of these things well.
home games. The plan will
Last season the Scots lost two of their first three games, then make it possible for students
reeled off ten straight wins and stood 11-- 2 going into the homewho do not wish to come
stretch. What looked like a banner season suddenly collapsed, early to arrive near tip-o- ff
Wooster dropped six of the last nine, and closed 14-- 8.
time and still have a good
This season the pattern could very well be reversed. Don't get seat.
down on this team if it should find the early-goin- g
a bit sluggish;
n
Van Wie is pointing to the
tournament which determines
the conference champion, and he'll be experimenting with his personnel until he finds the right combination.
It might take him until March to find it, but if he does, the rest
ot tne UL. could re leit behind.
place-kickin-
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A Good Place to Eat

Tom and Jack's
STEAKS

CHOPS
SEA FOOD
COCKTAILS

359 W. Liberty St.
.

Loungo
Wooittr, Ohio

GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI

Biggest Variety

FOR DRUGS

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
E.

libtrty

SI.

Wooster, Ohio

10-8,-

totes. The sophomore tailback,
who kept his conference rushing
lead, finished the year with 807
yards on 162 carries. Bob
i,
Ohio Wesleyan's fine fullback, is second to Thompson
and will play his last game tomorrow. He needs only 40 yards
to regain the title he captured
in '67.
Bad-am-

The win was the fifth straight
for Wooster and gave the Scots a
record for the second year in
a row. The OC slate was
good
for fifth place. "I think it was an
outstanding accomplishment for
these kids to finish with that record after starting the year
Lengyel said.
"The way they've come back,
winning those last five one at a
time, was summarized in the last
6-- 3

5--

2,

1-3-

,"

be a great parting gift for Denny
Keyes, Ed Smith and Ron Whit-ake- r
three seniors who played

their last game for Wooster at
Oberlin. The streak will also be a
good way to open the '69 season
next September.
But that's 10 months away.1
Right now, the Scots can sit back
and remember the yard by which
they closed 1968 at 6-- 3
the one
foot of Dave Poetter and the two
feet that was the margin between
his kick being long enough or
too short.

Runners End Year
With Obie Victory
by Tom Hilt
"I've never had so many injuries in one season, and still
have a strong team on the field
each week," was the comment by
Wooster cross country coach Jim
Bean about this year's season.
The Scot harriers finished their
season last Saturday in victory by
surprising the Oberlin harriers,
27-3at Oberlin, to give Wooster
a dual meet record of
Leading the field of runners was
Wooster's Leonard Miller with a
time of 21:54. Miller was followed
by Oberlin's Titus, 22:04; Temple-ton- ,
22:12; and Stelzer, 22:18.
A swarm of Scot harriers followed the Oberlin runners across
the finish line with Ray Day, 5th,
22:26, leading the pack. Following
Day were Ed Mikkelsen, 6th,
22:33; Doug Stoehr, 7th, 22:36;
Bob Borley, 8th, 22:42; and Mark
Zahniser, 9th, 22:54.
Running their last meet for
Wooster were seniors and
Zahniser and Paul Reinhardt.
The final dual meet record was
0,

5--

"Closest to the Campus"

6.

co-captai-

5--

6.

"Tis the Season"
for a lovely Holiday Dress
DATE
COCKTAIL

and

FORMAL

Come In While the Selection Is at It's Best
"Shop Where Quality Is High"

BeulaJt feecldel

in Town
201

ball fell incomplete. It was up to
Poetter.
"We told him to kick straight
through the ball," said Lengyel,
"just down the chute." Poetter
followed his instructions to the
letter, dropping the pigskin over
the crossbar by about two feet.
"Dave's been a tremendous
asset to us during the two years
he's been here," Lengyel praised.
"He's won several games for us,
and I guess this was the second
biggest."
Why only second?
"His biggest was when he beat
his brother (Rod, who played for
Denison) last season
"
explained the coach.
The Scots' 20--7 lead was built
on touchdown runs by Ed
Thompson (15 yards), Wise (85
yards on a kickoff return) and
Boardman (24 yards). Thompson
went over the 100-yar- d
mark
for the fifth time this season as
he rambled through the Yeomen
defenses for 108 yards on 25

Fashions of Distinction
Public Square

tGfz

ns
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Dow Chemical States Positions:
Napalm Remains Despite Debate

On AIMM Squad
Sixth

Section

placed seven men on the
squad to
League
lead the balloting for the Dream
Team announced last week.
Seventh, runnerup in the standings was also second in
picks with six.
Ken-ard-

All-St-

en

ar

All-Leag-

ue

Only three players were repeaters from 1967: John Blaser, Pat
Dewey and Paul Meyer. Six men,
including Blaser and Meyer,
were unanimous picks. The
other four are Bill Hooker, Steve
Lynch, Dave Hopkins and Keith
Griffin.

ORLON SWEAT SHIRTS
Asst. Colors & Sizes

C.P.O. SHIRTS

8.95
USED FIELD JACKETS

3.95
Miscellaneous:
Candles 2.25
Shoe Saver 1.00

Goggles .69
Flight Caps .99

Ski

Wool Caps 1.00

Offense

WHITEY'S

Steve Lynch (6th); (tie)
Pat Dewey (5th) and Clyde
Gaston (3rd).
Tackles: Bill Hooker (7th); Ron
Eller (3rd).
Center:
Dave Hopkins (6th).
Blocking Backs: Doug Rogers
(7th); (tie) Rich Baker (5th) and
Jeff Kellogg (6th).
Quarterback: Eric Hummel (6th).
Defense
Line:
John Blaser (6th); Bob
ie
Buettner (6th); (tie) Greer
(5th), Gary Reeves (7th)
and Dave Clark (3rd).
Linebackers: Keith Griffin; Paul
Meyer (6th); Nick Norman
(7th).
Safeties: John Federer (7th);
(tie) Trevor Sharp (3rd) and
Steve Kubico (5th).
Denotes unanimous selection.

ARMY & NAVY

Ends:

Guys on the go wear

Wooster Shopping Center
Open
10-- 9

- Mon.-Thur- s.
- Friday & Saturday
10-- 6

PHONE

S-T-R-E-T-.C-H

&&$SSSS3ite&X.
!

-

Wit.

i

262-613- 1
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Has Wooster

Weather Been

P4J

Im-br-

Even if you

As advertised m PLAYBOY

3.95

j
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KENARDEN LEAGUE
ALL-STA-

by Steve Petranek
MIDLAND, MICH. (CPS)
pon that can turn back the human
Dow Chemical Corporation has wave and that's napalm," he said.
elected to take a moral stand on This liquid fire bomb is the only
napalm they're going to stick way to seep death into concrete
with it.
bunkers and heavily protected
troop emplacements.
"You can debate the war, you
Doan also said he believed the
can talk about whether or not we
should be there," Dow's president American soldier would have been
H. D. Doan said recently, "but pushed out of South Vietnam in
while our guys are there we feel military defeat without napalm.
With napalm representing less
like giving them the weapons they
of one per cent of
need, and believe me, they really than one-hal- f
Dow
total
sales,
the decision to
need this one."
continue making the sticky and
Although Doan feels the Viet- firey gasoline gel could be little
nam War has "gotten completely more than principle.
out of hand" and favors an imDow is not forced by any gov
mediate troop withdrawal, he also
ernment pressures to continue mak- says that naplam is a fantasticing napalm either. Government
ally useful strategic weapon.
contracts represent less than 5 per
"There's only one tactical wea- - cent of total sales.

Happy Thanksgiving!
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GETTING YOU DOWN?
THEN GO HOME
FOR THANKSGIVING!
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Amster Shoes
for smart campus fashions
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can't drink,

order a frosty glass

and draw pictures
on the side

Brenner Bros.
on the Square in

DiOrio's

Downtown Wooster

FINE FOOD

116 E.Liberty, Ph.

PIZZA

264-877-

6

BEER

400 Palmer St., Wooster

Get Expert
Travel
Assistance

mm t

Mill?
Earn an M.8.A. at

nMMv

1

1

Washington University

The Master of Business Administration (MBA) is the
professional degree in management education. If
you're planning for a career in business if your goal
is to be a real professional you'll want to consider
an M.B.A. at Washington University.
The Graduate School of Business offers a nationally
recognized M.B.A. program designed especially to
undermeet the needs of graduates of
graduate programs such as engineering and liberal arts.
non-busine- ss

from

Scholarships and assistantships are available. Send for
an illustrated brochure and earn your credentials as a
professional in management.

...

Wooster
Automobile Club

,1,

,

'
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DR. ROBERT VIRGIL

k

.

200 W. Liberty St.
Wooster

Phone

264-98- 99

.

fair weather or foul
a smart campus fashion

The
House of Flowers
262-417-

..... (.

TO
You know how much you'd like to get a

shirt for Christmas. Well, other peo-- ,
pie feel just the same way. So doesn't that make
your shopping easier. You'll find a Villager
shirt for every girl on your list right now at
VILLAGER

will be on campus
Thursday, Dec. 5

interviewing students
at the Placement office

123 East Liberty Street

,
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A Place To 'Talk'
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Following an ad hoc meeting
of College
persons concerned
about facilities available on campus for relative privacy for individuals and couples VOICE surveyed the campus. We found 68
(yes, sixty-eighlobby, lounge,
library and conference areas avail
able or which could easily be
made available for coed study, conversation (and maybe even a quick
unobserved kiss) . They are:

rm

i

"GONE
WITH THE WIND"
Clark Gable
Vivian Leigh
Olivia DeHaviland

t)

BONUS PHOTO

Dick's Camera Shop
Public Square

BARBER SHOP

Photo Album with Each
Roll of Color Prints
Developed and Printed

Across from the
Buckeye Mart

at
It

Won't Drive
YOU

OPEN MON. THRU SAT.
7:00-5:0-

I'l-tli'Mj'l'h-

'1:11

Ki'

(P

0

WEDNESDAY

CLOSED

2

WEEKS

7:30
MATINEE

French House (2), Spanish
House (2), Holden (7), Babcock
(6), Compton (4), Wagner (3),
Westminster Cottage (3), Scott
Cottage (2), Bissman (3), Doug
lass (2), Armington (3), Stevenson (2), Andrews (2), Kenarden
(1), Wishart (3), Severance (1),
Westminster Church House (5),
Andrews Library (2), Mateer (2),
Lowry Center (7), TUB (4) ; and
various professors' homes are also
occasionally available on a free
babysitting basis.

Jim and Ben's

FREE

PRINTS

A

T

Voo

,j ton

specially
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Friday, November 22, 1968

and

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

2:00 p.m.

240 Minutes

LYRIC II
Buckeye North of Liberty

to the Poor House
INC.

4600 Cleveland Road
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Efficient ThriftiChecks prevent
the financial embarrassments
of lost cash.
Next time handle your bills by
mail with a low-co- st

fiyyyyyysyy.yyyyy.

w

SlW.

CHECKING ACCOUNT.
Start playing it cool -- see us
about personalized,
mum-balan- ce

t(wm
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.v.va

"Foot-Warme-

The Wayne County
national Bank

.s v. . . .v. . wrivsttfe ,v...s

v.

.vva

AAWtvv&Mv.
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"Foot-Warmer-

o

water-resista-

nt

"Foot-Warmer- s"

no-mi- ni

ThriftiChecks.

..

Is more than just another blizzard boot. It is probably one of the most
The
ingenious boots ever made.
The inside has a plush Herculon lining. Herculon is a chemically
treated fibre which Is used for military survival clothing, ski patrol jackets, etc. We've lined
the boots with this amazing material. to keep your feet as warm
as possible . . . even in
"
The
weather.
is available with either leather uppers, or suede uppers with
Cyanapel protection. (This meansyou can walk rightthrough rain
puddles and the water won't even leave a stain.) The bottom of
the boot has insulated,
soles. Don't get cold feet.
Come in for your pair of
while they're on sale.
Reduced
sub-zer-

PERSONAL

w(lM4

from

S3
Wooster's Only Complete Men's and Boys' Store

Wooster, Ohio

BRENNER DROS.

MIMBIK PDIC

Where You Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

$12.95

